
AFA can provide fast and reliable help for all your 
service part inquiries. Whether you have bought 
equipment from AFA or another manufacturer 
we can help you find the right parts for your 
equipment. Our knowledgeable staff will provide 
you with technical and selection assistance 
when finding your service parts. AFA can also 
pre-assemble components for added customer 
convenience and cost savings. We feature a large 
array of service parts that are kept in stock to 
help expedite delivery. Service parts are also an 
excellent way to get started on a machine rebuild. 
If you are completing a machine rebuild AFA can 
recommend and provide the necessary parts to 
get your machine rebuild started. AFA will also 
provide a recommended service parts list to help 
improve maintenance and extend machine life.   

 » Competitive prices on all our service parts
 » AFA will provide expert service part selection 

when you are modifying existing equipment 
 » Many critical service parts are available in 

stock for fast delivery
 » AFA offers recommended service parts lists to 

help you select the right parts
 » Regularly changing key components on 

your machinery can offer numerous benefits 
including reduced machinery downtime, 
improved overall operating efficiency, 
extended machinery life and lower costs 

www.afasystemsinc.com

Features

Service Parts



A wide array of electrical components are 

in stock and available at OEM prices
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Main Features

AFA has full machine shops available at 

their facilities. This allows AFA to quickly 

turn over custom machined parts for 

your equipment.

A wide variety of servo motors are in 

stock at AFA ready for fast deliver. Also, 

one of our expert technicians can install 

the servo motor to reduce machinery 

downtime.

New Allen Bradley Panelview screens 

can be programmed at AFA before 

shipment to save both time and money.

AFA can pre-assembly components for added 

customer convenience and to lower costs

AFA offers expedited shipping for service parts 

with different couriers such as UPS and FedEx

AFA offers a wide selection of suction 

cups in stock for quick delivery

AFA packs with great care to 

ensure no product damage 

upon delivery

Standard sized lugs, carrier chains and 

chain track rails are all available in stock


